
Preface

We, the authors, have made a very interesting journey together in writing this book.
When we started, we had no idea where the journey would bring us. Each of us had
some idea about the final destination. However, it was not the same destination. On
the way, we met a couple of engineers who shared their experiences about process
intensification with us. They also changed the route of our journey. We never
dreamt of the final result of this book on process intensification design, industrial
innovation practices, and education. We also did not expect such great cooperation
from case writers from various process industry branches.

We would like to acknowledge all contributors to this book. First of all, the co-
authors who wrote complete chapters of this book: Gerhard Muggen and his em-
ployees of BTG-BTL for providing the case on biomass pyrolysis to stable fuel oil.
Despite being very busy with new projects, they produced their wonderful story;
Jeff Siirola for his additions on values of engineers, interests of stakeholders, and
beliefs of society to the Eastman case; Tony Kiss and Vladimir Maleta for their cyclic
distillation case and their extra effort to get many details in the VIB perspectives of
this case; Tuomas Koiranen for writing his pharma case chapter and appendix and
always being willing to add and improve his contributions; Michiel van der Stelt
and Jeroen van Gestel for providing the chapter on education and for their contribu-
tions to the OMEGA case chapter to make it more interesting for students.

Second, we would like to thank the reviewers of chapters for their comments.
Frans Visscher reviewed Chapters 2, 6–11, and 13–15. Ger van der Horst reviewed
Chapters 1, 3, 4, 5, and 19. Aris de Rijke reviewed Chapters 3 and 4. They provided a
lot of very useful comments that greatly improved these chapters.

We would also like to thank our wives for putting up with husbands often to-
tally focused on this book. Without their support the book would not have been
completed in time.
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